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Deerfield High School Chinese IV and Chinese IV Honors  

Curriculum /Student Learning Targets  

The Chinese IV and Chinese IV Honors curriculum includes: 

• Review Units:  “Hanyu Pinyin Phonetic System” (“Pinyin”) to aid in the pronunciation of 

Chinese characters. 

• Review Units:  Commonly-used classroom vocabulary, practical daily conversation, 

numbers, the days of the week, colors, Chinese zodiac and also learn basic Chinese character 

strokes and characters, basic radicals, and simple grammatical structures.   

• Chinese Link: Learn Lessons 18 through 22 from Chinese Link 2nd Edition Level 1, Part 2. 

 

The Chinese IV and Chinese IV Honors curriculum covers all aspects of language acquisition, 

including listening, speaking, reading, and writing skills and is presented below as student 

learning targets and from the student’s perspective. 

**Chinese IVHonors students’ additional learning targets:  I can write the vocabulary with 

both traditional and simplified characters for Chinese Link 2nd edition Level 1, Part 2 Lessons 

18 through 22. 
 

Review Units Student Learning Targets 

HanYu Pinyin 1. I can recite and write Han Yu Pinyin including consonants (initials), 

vowels (finals), and compound vowels (finals). 

Commonly-used 

classroom 

vocabulary 

1. I can comprehend and follow the teacher’s instructions regarding 

commonly-used classroom vocabulary. 

2. I can produce appropriate common forms of courtesies, greetings, and 

leave-taking.   

Numbers 1. I can count 1-10 with one hand. 

2. I can count from 0 to 100. 

3. I can write numbers 1-100. 

Colors 1. I can recite 13 (thirteen) colors including the colors red, yellow, blue, 

green, black, white, brown, pink, purple, orange, gold, silver and grey. 

2. I can apply colors to describe fruit and clothes. 

Chinese Zodiac – 

12 animals 

1. I can recite the Chinese Zodiac – 12 animals. 

The days of the 

week,  dates and 

year 

1. I can exchange the days of the week and dates with other people. 

2. I can read and write the days of the week and dates. 

Radicals 1. I understand how Chinese Radicals are used in written Chinese. 

2. I can produce basic Chinese Radicals and understand their meanings. 
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Chinese Link Level 1 Part 2 Lesson 18 – Lesson 22 & Chinese Food Unit 

New  Unit -学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets -  

including 听 Listening, 说 Speaking, 读 Reading and写 Writing Skills 

1. Chinese Link Lesson 18 Travel and Transportation旅行和交通  

 

2. Chinese Link Lesson 19 Health and Medicine 健康和医药 
 

     

3. Chinese Link Lesson 20 renting an apartment看房和租房 
 

    

4. Chinese Link Lesson 21 Future Plans 未来计划 

      

5. Chinese Link Lesson 22 Arts and Culture艺术和文化 
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Chinese Link Lesson 18 Travel and Transportation旅行和交通 

 
 

学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets 

  

Person to Person Communication/听 Listening and 说 Speaking 

1. I can understand and use the verb “离 to be away from” to express how far from A place to B 

place.  

2. I can understand and express how to travel and use proper verbs “坐 take，骑 ride，开
drive” by different means of transportation, including by walking, by car, by public bus, by 

train, by boat, or by airplane. 

3. I can understand and exchange the detailed travel plans including transportation means. 

4. I can use the appropriate adverbs “先 first，再 then” and conjunction “然后 then” to 

describing events in a sequence. 

5. I can ask for, follow, and give directions in simple situations. (add- Person to Person 

Communication/Listening and Speaking only) 
6. I can understand Chinese culture regarding the traveling by train or boat in China. 

读 Reading and 写 Writing 

1. I can read and write the verb“离 to be away from” to express how far from A place to B 

place.  

2. I can read and express in writing how to travel and use proper verbs “坐 take，骑 ride，开
drive” by different means of transportation, including by walking, by car, by public bus, by 

train, by boat, or by airplane. 

3. I can read and write about using the appropriate adverbs “先 first，再 then” and conjunction 

“然后 then” to describing events in a sequence. 
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Chinese Link Lesson 19 Health and Medicine 健康和医药 

  
 

学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets 

 

Person to Person Communication/听 Listening and 说 Speaking 

1. I can understand and express to a doctor医生  or someone that I am sick生病 and what 

kind of symptoms (头疼，发烧，咳嗽) I have. 

2. I can understand and express my concerns if someone sick生病- 你怎么了？ 

3. I can understand and use the particle “了” to express the completion of action or to show that 

a situation or state has changed. 

4. I can understand and use the “的，得，地” in different grammatical functions. 

5. I can understand and express the sentence pattern “因为 because …所以 therefore ….” to 

express cause-effect relationship. 

6. I can understand Chinese culture regarding the traditional Chinese medicine.  

读 Reading and 写 Writing 

1. I can read and write that I am sick and describing my symptoms to a doctor or someone. 

2. I can read and write about my concerns if someone is sick. 

3. I can read and write using the particle “了” to express the completion of action or to show that 

a situation or state has changed. 

4. I read and write about using the “的，得，地” in different grammatical functions. 

5. I can read and write about using the sentence pattern “因为 because …所以 therefore ….” 

to express cause-effect relationship. 
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Chinese Link Lesson 20 Renting an apartment看房和租房  

  学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets 

Person to Person Communication/听 Listening and 说 Speaking 

1. I can understand and talk about renting an apartment租房、租公寓. 

2. I can exchange conversation with someone regarding whether the apartment has a kitchen厨房 

allows pets宠物/狗/猫, and when the rent is due每个 ge月的 de第一天付房租. 

3. I can understand and use the transition phrases (但是/可是 but) to express qualifying conditions. 

4. I can understand and express (来 coming toward /去 going away) to add to a motion verb (e.g., 进

going in /出 going out) and form a directional complement to communicate the directions. 进来/

进去; 出来/出去 

5. I can understand and express the 把 sentence structure: Subject + 把 + Object + Verb + 

Complement. 我把车开回来了 le。（请你把中文天地课本拿出来！） 

读 Reading and 写 Writing 

1. I can read and write about renting an apartment租房、租公寓. 

2. I can read and write regarding whether the apartment has a kitchen厨房 allows pets宠物/狗/猫, 

and when the rent is due每个 ge月的 de第一天付房租. 

3. I can comprehend and use the transition phrases “但是/可是 but” in reading and writing. 

4. I can read and write regarding (来 coming toward /去 going away) to add to a motion verb (e.g., 

进 going in /出 going out) and form a directional complement to communicate the directions. 进

来/进去; 出来/出去 

5. I can read and write regarding 把 sentence structure: Subject + 把 + Object + Verb + Complement. 

我把车开回来了 le。（请你把中文天地课本拿出来！） 
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Chinese Link Lesson 21 Future Plans 未来计划   

学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets /Person to Person Communication/听 Listening and 说 Speaking 

1. I can understand and exchange conversation about 未来（将来）计划 future plans after 毕业

graduation including going to 大学 college, going to研究所(研究生院)graduate school, going to 工

作/打工/暑期 qí实习 work, or going to旅行 travel. 

2.  I can understand and exchange conversation about what 学位 degree I have received.大学生/学士

（学位 degree）；研究生/硕士（学位 degree）；博士生/博士（学位 degree） 

3. I can understand and use the conjunction phrases (一 yí面…一 yí面…or一 yì边…一 yì边…at 

the same time/while…) to express two actions being done at the same time. E.g., 我想在中国一 yí

面旅行，一 yí面学中文。 

4. I can understand and exchange well wishes with other people - 祝你工作愉快！祝你一 yí路平安！

祝你好运！ 

学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets /读 Reading and 写Writing 

1. I can read and write about 未来（将来）计划 future plans after 毕业 graduation including going to 大

学 college, going to研究所(研究生院)graduate school, going to 工作/打工/暑期 qí实习 work, or 

going to旅行 travel. 

2.  I can read and write about what 学位 degree I have received.大学生/学士（学位 degree）；研究生

/硕士（学位 degree）；博士生/博士（学位 degree） 

3. I can read and write (一 yí面…一 yí面…or一 yì边…一 yì边…at the same time/while…) to 

express two actions being done at the same time. E.g., 我想在中国一 yí面旅行，一 yí面学中文。 

4. I can read and write well wishes with other people - 祝你工作愉快！祝你一 yí路平安！祝你好

运！same time/while…) to express two actions being done at the same time. 
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Chinese Link Lesson 22 Arts and Culture艺术和文化   

学生学习目标 Student Learning Targets 

Person to Person Communication/听 Listening and 说 Speaking 

1. I can understand and exchange conversation with someone regarding how a 城市 city is. 

2. I can understand and exchange conversation with someone regarding what 活动 activities to 

do in a city. 

3. I can understand and exchange conversation with someone regarding the how an 实习 intern 

job is doing and how the 老板 boss and 同事 colleagues are.  

4. I can understand and express the phrase (比如 for example, for instance, such as…) to 

introduce specific examples. 

5. I can understand and express the sentence pattern (因为 because …所以 therefore ….) to 

express cause-effect relationship. 

读 Reading and 写 Writing 

1. I can read and write regarding how a 城市 city is. 

2. I can read and write regarding what 活动 activities to do in a city. 

3. I can read and write regarding the how an 实习 intern job is doing and how the 老板 boss 

and 同事 colleagues are.  

4. I can read and write the phrase (比如 for example, for instance, such as…) to introduce 

specific examples. 

5. I can read and write the sentence pattern (因为 because …所以 therefore ….) to express 

cause-effect relationship. 
 


